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INTRODUCTION

The development of Enviroschools was driven  
by a burning question:

“What if school could be a place that empowers 
young people to design, plan, take action and lead 
the change - in their classrooms, in their schools, 
in their neighbourhoods, in their country?1” 

The issues facing humanity can feel overwhelming. They 
are complex, interconnected and global in scale. We often 
find ourselves saying, “everyone makes a difference”, but 
we can just as validly ask, “are we really?” “How do we 
really know we are making a difference?”  You might put 
out your recycling, compost your food waste, grow your 
own food, take public transport or ride your bike, but you 
may still wonder if, in the scheme of things, it’s making any 
real difference. 

The world’s population will reach 7.5 billion in 2017 and is 
estimated to grow to 11.2 billion in 2100. With only one 
Earth, the pressures on our planet are ballooning. It’s time 
to look at how we as individuals, schools and communities 
can really be the change we want to see in the world, and 
how we can influence and inspire others.

“be the change we want to see in the world”

and how we can influence and inspire others.

Hutia te rito o te harakeke  
Kei hea te komako e ko? 

Maku e ki ake 
He tangata, he tangata, he tangata

Pluck the heart from the flax bush - where will the 
bellbird sit? Ask me, what is the most important thing 
in the world?  I will reply,  it is people, it is people, it is 

people.

The purpose of this resource is to provide inspiration 
and tools to support teachers to go deeper with existing 
issues and inquiry and allow classes and students to really 
explore how their actions can make a difference. Action is 
a core part of the Enviroschools kaupapa - What actions 
will bring about the changes that we want? How can 
we create more meaningful action? How can our actions 
influence others?

1 The Enviroschools Foundation (2011) Enviroschools - celebrating 10 
years 2001 - 2011. The Enviroschools Foundation, Hamilton.

Nō hea tātou? Where have we come from? 

Our Enviroschools kaupapa is  

EMPOWERED STUDENTS - SUSTAINABLE 

COMMUNITIES’: CREATING A HEALTHY, PEACEFUL, 

SUSTAINABLE WORLD THROUGH PEOPLE TEACHING 

AND LEARNING TOGETHER. EACH OF US BRINGS 

UNIQUE PERSPECTIVES AND GIFTS AND IT IS BY 

COMBINING THEM THAT SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES 

WILL BE CREATED . . . CARING FOR OUR PLACE AND 

THE WHOLE PLANET BECOMES A LIVING CURRICULUM 

WHERE SCHOOLS CAN BE CATALYSTS FOR CHANGE2.

Enviroschools is a programme and process that continues 
to build on itself through exploration, action and reflection. 
In 2013, Waikato Enviroschools was encouraged to share 
its learning and action with others through Empowering 
Students to Empower Others. 

In 2014, the Our Place, Our Future annual focus was 
designed to build understanding of ‘place’ and explore the 
concept of responsibility for how we will live in the future. 

In 2015, Global Issues, Local Realities was designed to 
empower students to participate in decision-making and 
action towards a more sustainable community both locally 
and globally. 

In 2016, Everything is Connected - Whanaungatanga 
encouraged teachers to explore the connections between 
and within natural ecosystems and people.  

These resources have maintained their relevance and 
continue to be a source of inspiration for teachers. They 
are available on the Waikato Enviroschools blog  
www.waikatoenviroschools.com/other-resources.

2 The Enviroschools Foundation (2005) Enviroschools Handbook. The 
Enviroschools Foundation, Hamilton.

1 The Enviroschools Foundation (2011) Enviroschools - celebrating 10 years 2001 - 2011. The Enviroschools Foundation, Hamilton.

2 The Enviroschools Foundation (2005) Enviroschools Handbook. The Enviroschools Foundation, Hamilton.
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Considering how others live, learn and earn around the world and 

how our choices can generate actions for a sustainable future.

A resource written for 

Waikato Enviroschools 2015
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KEY CONCEPTS AND QUESTIONS 

We need Earth, but Earth doesn’t need us. Earth is a closed system and everything is connected.  All living things have 
specific needs. Everything we do has an impact on something else. What are our needs? Why should we care? 

Continuity and change Through understanding past events and experiences, we can imagine possible futures. Why 
is change important? What changes can we make? How do we decide what changes to make? What influences our 
decisions?

SHARING OUR MESSAGES
Action is good, but action with an audience is better. 
Positive experiences are important ways to motivate and 
inspire others. How can we influence others? How can we 
share our story with others?

COURAGE 
If we believe a better world is possible, we must be 
prepared to explore alternatives, take risks, make mistakes, 
work with others and do things differently. What can we 
learn from others? What can we learn from ours’ and 
others’ mistakes?

HOW DO WE KNOW WE ARE MAKING A 
DIFFERENCE?
The ‘best’ action may not have the most dramatic effect 
physically, but the most dramatic effect socially. How can 
we record and measure change?

CONNECT WITH THE MAGNIFICENCE OF NATURE
We acknowledge that becoming critically conscious can 
lead to feelings of being overwhelmed with the state of 
the world. Create spaces to explore these emotions and 
opportunities to reconnect with the magnificence of 
nature.

“You may never know what results come of your actions, but if you do nothing, there will be no results.”  
― Mahatma Gandhi

EMPOWERING STUDENTS TO EMPOWER OTHERS
People can participate as critical, active, informed 
and responsible citizens. Engaging young people in 
decision making and action empowers them to be active 
environmental and social citizens. Through sharing their 
messages and stories with others they can start to effect 
change for a sustainable world. How can we be catalysts 
for change? 

PARTNERSHIPS WITH OTHERS
As individuals we can make small differences in our own 
lives and those immediately around us, but to effect larger 
change we need to work collectively with others. There 
are many ways we can participate, contribute and have an 
influence on society. How can we collaborate with others 
to make change?
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WORKSHOPS, EVENTS TIMEFRAME

TERM 1 TERM 2 TERM 3 TERM 4
WEEK 6 
2-9th March 2017

Teacher workshops

Exploring Enviroschools 
tools and resources

Engage students in 
concept; Explore the 
current situation;

Engage with inspiring 
experts

SEPTEMBER 
SHARING YOUR STORY
Children’s workshop

Share your story with 
others; and hear what 
others in the community 
are doing.

REFLECT ON CHANGE
What legacy will you share 
forward for 2018?

He toa taumata rau.  
Bravery has many resting places.

Nā tō rourou, nā taku rourou ka 
ora ai te iwi 
With your basket and my basket 
we will sustain the people”
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PEDAGOGY

In this 2017 focus of “creating catalysts for change” there 
are abundant opportunities to use the contexts to explore 
the Science, English, Social Science, Technology, Maths and 
Arts curriculum:

Through Nature of Science: students can be empowered 
to work together to share and examine their own and 
others’ knowledge of local and global concepts of 
sustainability, ask questions, find evidence, explore simple 
models, and carry out appropriate investigations to 
develop simple explanations and begin to use a range of 
scientific symbols, conventions, and vocabulary.

As part of becoming discerning change makers they can 
engage with a range of science texts and begin to question 
the purposes for which these texts are constructed and use 
their growing science knowledge when considering issues 
of concern to them and explore various aspects of an issue 
and make decisions about possible actions. 

They can use contexts to build English language skills 
such as: recognising, understanding, and considering how 
texts are constructed for a range of purposes, audiences, 
and situations, identifying particular points of view within 
texts and recognising that texts can position a reader and 
evaluating the reliability and usefulness of texts.

Through Social Studies they can engage critically with 
societal issues and evaluate the sustainability of alternative 
social, economic, political and environmental practices. 
They can explore relationships between people and place 
and how past actions and events have changed society 
over time. This will help them understand the past and the 
present and imagine possible futures. 

They can apply Mathematics through statistical 
investigation and evaluate the effectiveness of change. 

Through Technology  they can design products and 
systems that effect change through addressing needs and 
opportunities.

Arts provides opportunities to communicate ideas with 
creativity, passion, sensitivity and imagination. 

These ideas collated from the  Learning Areas of the 
NZC. Teachers are encouraged to develop their own class 
curriculum focus and learning outcomes.

This focus is an opportunity to explore the Enviroschools 
Guiding Principles of Empowered Students, Sustainable 
Communities, Learning for Sustainability, Maori 
Perspectives and Respect for the Diversity of People and 
Cultures and deepen the connections between them 
through inquiry learning.

Creating Catalysts for Change is an opportunity to promote 
positive values and enrich student empowerment. It’s a 
chance for students to go deeper with their actions and 
to see themselves and their communities as part of the 
solution to global and local issues, and to contribute to 
a more peaceful, just and sustainable world. It can be a 
platform for including aspects of the students’ wider lives 
and connecting to current political affairs. 

The Action Learning Cycle will guide teachers and students 
through an inquiry process that allows students to consider 
their prior learning, events and experiences, and consider 
how  these affect their lives, the environment and society 
in New Zealand and other parts of the world.

This will include what is already happening, and exploring 
what others have done. This will then lead to critical 
decision making and action that has relevance to them. 
Reflection is a key aspect of this learning process. 

Understandings can be developed through a range of 
approaches – discussing current and past issues; asking 
questions; gathering information; completing surveys; 
provoking discussion; exploring and analysing different 
attitudes, values and perspectives; experiential activities 
that help explore these; contributing to planning and 
participating in action. 

This focus will engage students with the world they live in 
and develop the ability to take meaningful, relevant action 
for a sustainable future. This means that teaching needs 
to help develop action competence in students. Examples 
of types of learning to encourage action competence 
include experiential learning, co-operative learning, critical 
thinking, problem-based learning, inquiry-based learning 
and reflective practice. 

Some of these are explained, with examples in the 
Enviroschools Kit, Learning and Teaching Methods pg 31. 
A visual display, (Pool of Knowledge/ Puna Matauranga 
pg 37 of the Kit) will show the development of ideas and 
understandings and could be represented as  an ocean or 
Earth or something related to the particular issues you are 
exploring.

THE CURRICULUM

“A change is brought about because ordinary people do 
extraordinary things.” ― Barack Obama
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DEEPENING LEARNING AND PRACTICE AS AN 

ENVIROSCHOOL
Through this focus we would like to see students supported 
to develop skills that equip them to become discerning 
advocates of environmental sustainability: ones who 
have a respect for quality evidence for their developing 
opinions– empowered young people who are able to 
critique the quality of data and explanations, seek answers 
from a variety of reliable, relevant sources and are able to 
act on this individually or as a group. Alongside this is the 
role of the adult in supporting and building a belief that 
young people have the capacity to act effectively.

There are different approaches to making a difference from 
activism (use of direct and noticeable action to achieve 
a result, usually a political or social one – Cambridge 
dictionary) to the quiet modelling of good practice. Some 
people work together to agitate and activate towards 
change. Others work within organisations to contribute to 
a shift in culture.

Part of this is to encourage student groups to measure 
change and share information and ideas. The student 
workshops in September will be an opportunity for these 
skills to be shared with other students from around the 
region as well as others in the community including  local 
politicians. 

Adults supporting this learning and action will need to be 
aware of and support use of reputable resources. 

2017 is election year - while students are unable to vote, 
it is a good time to talk about what democracy means and 
the importance of the right to vote. 

Nurturing curiosity, creative thinking, observation, 
measuring, gathering and evaluating data, and developing 
a critical consciousness are all part of creating young 
people who are confident connected and actively involved. 
These capabilities and qualities will support young people 
as future leaders and citizens of the world.

ACTION LEARNING CYCLE 
The Action Learning Cycle is the main Enviroschools tool used to help plan and carry out student-led 
projects. It’s an inquiry model that enables young people to be empowered to investigate, explore ideas, 
make decisions, take action and reflect on the changes they have created. 
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What is the SPARK, IRRITANT OR ISSUE that is igniting your students’ passion?

This learning guide follows the quadrants of the Action Learning Cycle on page 5. Use the blank copy from your kit to map 
your own learning journey.

GUIDING QUESTIONS TOOLS/ACTIVITIES/
RESOURCES

ID
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IT
U
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T
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Where have we come from?

What did we learn last year that has stuck with us? What 
would we like to continue with?

What do we know now?

What are our current understandings of the words 
sustainability, change, catalysts, community and influence?

What are some of the key changes that have happened in 
the world over the past 200 years?

Look at examples of change in the world - the industrial 
revolution and workhouses; apartheid; extinction of the 
huia or passenger pigeon; women’s rights; the fair trade 
movement; banning of CFCs. How did these changes come 
about?

Look at key change makers in society over time - activists, 
inventors, artists, politicians - how did they get started? How 
have they influenced others?

What are the current issues in the world? What is our 
current understanding of these?

How did it get to be this way?

What influences these issues?

What different cultural perspectives are there?

What impact does (a particular issue) have on our own 
community/ school?

Who in our community is affecting change?

What can we measure? 

What could we change if we could?

Brainstorm; develop class definitions of change, catalyst; 
sustainability

Pool of Knowledge (p37 ES Kit)

Timeline (p 45, ES Kit)

Mapping (p35 ES Kit)

What’s already been done? (p70, MIME)

Exploring our past (p124, MIME)

2020 Vision (p 125 MIME)

The last Sunflower (p119, MIME)

World in a lunch box (p120 MIME)

Conscious Consumption (p121 MIME)

Decisions Decisions (p134 MIME)

Various Values (p136 MIME)

Social Profile (pg 132, MIME, Kit) 

Surface Water Pollution (p289, HW)

Water is the thread (p 269,HW)

Where does it come from and how does it change (p 342 PE)

Impacts (p346, PE)

Supermarket Sleuth (p392, ZW)

Carry it with you (p 385 ZW)

Bury it (pg 378, ZW)

Waste Audit (P 395- 398, ZW)

Healthy Soils, Healthy Plants, Healthy People ( Pg 188, LL ) 

Design Scenarios (Pg 194, LL)     

The Changing Land (Pg 192, LL) 

The Story of Stuff

The Lorax - Dr Suess

Field trips - zoo, restoration sites, landfills; Waste transfer or 
recycling stations; community gardens, Food banks, factory 
farms;

Newspaper Articles

Waikato Enviroschools Blog - Inspiring videos and hooks

Guest speakers

The Korua and the Mauri Stone by Robyn Kahukiwa 

Calculate your personal footprint 

http://www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/page/
personal_f ootprint/ 

http://www.tenthousandvillages.com/mosaic/why-fair-
trade-matters/

TEACHER’S LEARNING GUIDE
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GUIDING QUESTIONS TOOLS/ACTIVITIES/
RESOURCES
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How else could it be?

What have others done?

What are all the actions we could take?

What are our priorities for change? How will we decide? 

‘What If’ Questions (pg 181, MIME, Kit and pg 195, LL)  - 
adapt to suit your own inquiry.

Picture your Vision - adapt this to suit your context (p 180 
ES Kit)

Exploring the Enviroschools scrapbooks

Checking out the options (p 185, ES Kit)

PMI - Plus, Minus, Interesting (P 191, ES Kit)

Field Trips and Guest Speakers

Newspaper Articles

Enviroschools Case Studies - Kit; www.enviroschools.org.
nz; www.waikatoenviroschools.com

See www.waikatoenviroschools.com/c4c for specific Ted 
Talks and You Tube videos.
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What actions will bring about the changes we want?

What do we need to take action?

How can we measure and monitor and why?

How can we influence others?

Who will do what and when?

Who else do we need to involve?

How will we share our story?

What methods of communication will work the best?

How can we document our process?

Action statements (p218, ES Kit)

Indicators (p219, ES Kit)

Design Planner (p223, ES Kit)

Action Planner (p224-225, ES Kit)

Task Programmer (p 226, ES Kit)

Partnership Action Learning Cycle (p 226, Fold out, ES Kit)

Establish pathways for communication

Share knowledge

Are there local or central government consultation 
processes that you can feed your ideas into?

Make a video; 

Enter The Outlook for Someday Sustainability Film 
challenge www.theoutlookforsomeday.net
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What did we achieve?

Did we achieve our objectives?

What else did we achieve along the way?

What difference did we make?

How can we share our story?

How will we celebrate our achievements?

What are the next steps for our project?

Design a project reflection (p 264-265 ES Kit)

H Forms (p266 ES Kit)

Next steps (p 272, ES Kit)

Write a blog article to share with others - Waikato 
Enviroschools can help you share; 

Contact the local newspaper; TV; Councillors, Local MP

Present at the Waikato Enviroschools Children’s day in 
Term 3, September 2017

Present at your school assembly

Run workshops for your school community

School scrapbook - share your journey with other 
students in the future.

ES KIT: Enviroschools Kit
MIME: Me and My Environment 
LL: Living Landscapes 

HW: Healthy Water
ZW: Zero Waste 
PE: Precious Energy 

KEY TO THE TABLE
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TOOLBOX

What if ?... questions are a great prompt for discussion and ideas, here are some examples based around some of our 
theme areas or write your own with your particular focus in mind: 

ENERGY

What if... there was no electricity connection to your 
school?

• How would you power your classrooms ?
• What different systems could you use ?
• What would you need to redesign ?
• How could you reduce the amount of electricity that is used 

daily ?
• What other consequences would there be?

HEALTHY WATER/WATER FOR LIFE
What if … there was no central water system ?

• How else could you catch water ?
• What would you need to redesign ?
• How could you reduce the amount of water that is used 

daily? Consider toilets /gardens / washing/ play
• What other consequences would there be?

What if … all awa were clean enough for water creatures 
to thrive in and for you to swim in ?

• What would they look like ?
• What would the environment look like around them ?
• What changes would have to happen for them to be this 

wayv?
• What could your class do to be a catalyst for these changes ?
• What other consequences would there be?

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens can change the world; 
indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has,” 
Margaret Mead, Cultural Anthropologist 

“The world we have created is a product of 
our thinking; it cannot be changed without 
changing our thinking.” ― Albert Einstein

“The ones that are crazy enough to think they 
can change the world are the ones that do”― 
Steve Jobs

“You must be the change you wish to see in the 
world” ― Mahatma Ghandi

LIVING LANDSCAPES
What if . . . . we wanted to grow food for our lunches:

• Where could this happen?
• What skills and resources would we use?
• Who could be involved?
• What would we need to do?

What if… the food for a school celebration or camp was 
grown, produced or gathered by our school community?

• How could students and staff plan for this?
• What might we need?
• Who could be involved?
• How would we share the responsibility and growing needs 

around the community?
• What would need to be done?

What if … your school was a living home for the children of 
Tanemahuta?

• What would they eat?
• How could they stay safe from predators?
• What would the school grounds look and sound like?
• What changes could you make to start creating this?
• What other consequences would there be?

ZERO WASTE
What if... the waste truck stopped coming each week ?

• How could you deal with the waste your school produces?
• What systems could you use to deal with the waste?
• What could you use to minimise waste in your school?
• What other consequences would there be?

What if... ‘carry home’ plastic bags were banned in your 
local shops ?

• What could shops provide for customers to take away their 
purchases?

• What could customers do to take responsibility for this?
• How could you prompt your local retailers to be ‘Plastic Bag’ 

free?
• What effect might this have on your local environment?
• What other consequences would there be?
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RESOURCES
Enviroschools 
www.enviroschools.org 
www.waikatoenviroschools.com 
www.facebook.com/groups/waikatoenviroschools/

The world at 7 billion:  
www.bbc.com/news/world-15391515 
Find out your number.

The Global Footprint Network  
www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/ 
Help create a planet were people and planet thrive. 

Watch the world population grow: 
www.worldometers.info/world-population/

Citizenship Education for the 21st Century 
www.unesco.org/education/tlsf/mods/theme_b/interact/
mod07task03/appendix.htm

New Zealand focused Teacher Resources for Education for 
Sustainability 
nzcurriculum.tki.org.nz/Curriculum-resources/Education-
for-sustainability

Teachers Resources 
www.nationalgeographic.org/education

Academy Award-winning actor, and environmental activist 
Leonardo DiCaprio, BEFORE THE FLOOD presents a riveting 
account of the dramatic changes now occurring around the 
world due to climate change 
channel.nationalgeographic.com/before-the-flood/videos/
before-the-flood-trailer/

An action oriented teaching resource relating to Maui 
Dolphins 
http://www.wwf.org.nz/what_we_do/education/
resources_for_teachers/hector_s___maui_s_dolphins2/

Activate, Agitate, Advocate
Kia Kakama, Kia Ueue, Ka Kawau Maro e
ACTIVATE by sense, AGITATE by inspiration,  
ADVOCATE the champion spirit within

ACTIVATE, AGITATE, ADVOCATE - was the theme of 
the 2016 NZ Environmental Education Conference held 
in Auckland.  An inspiring and challenging conference 
that raised the bar for environmental and sustainability 
educators. Ten thoughtful and inspiring papers from the 
conference can be found here bit.ly/2kmqHx1



Waikato Enviroschools acknowledge our funding partners. Their ongoing input and funding is essential to the 
success of the Enviroschool programme throughout our region.  

Kindergartens & 
Early Learning Centres

Kindergartens & Early Learning Centres


